The presence of President and Mrs. Karl Konstant at the final game of the Tech Tournament for high school basketball teams Saturday night testified for the interest which the team aroused this year. The President and his wife arrived just at the start of the game and were ushered into the reserved section, but there wasn't a single vacant seat to be seen. Henry McCarthy, director of the tournament, offered to make room for the Comptons, but they gracefully refused and enjoyed the evening's event from seats on the aisles.

Mike Kyril's first cut with Oshry was Saturday morning but was cut short when his shoulder became dislocated early in his bout. Mike gamely wanted to continue, but Tommy Rawson convinced him that it was wise to leave the ring. We are told that Mike's shoulder had been bothering him somewhat last week. Incidentally the workers who set up the important ring on the floor of the Hazard did a good job.

Our Tech boxers received a lot of encouragement and moral support from some unexpected feminine readers in the stands. The trio entered the Homeland while now Lessie was scraping pungent with her Springfield opponent. Immediately they began to cheer for Nick, but they didn't get warmed up until Elmer Wirtz' bout came on. From the airport that Wirtz received from the three, more than one in the audience was led to believe that Elmer's feminine friends must have had quite an interest in him. Although most of the audience didn't know it, and lest any false impressions be created, the trio are loyal supporters of all of Tommy Rawson's pugilists, for they are Tommy's wife and daughters.

As expected, Lou Gacovci easily swept through all opposition in the Dorn squash tournament which concluded recently. Lou was seeded number one, and it was almost a foregone conclusion from the start that he would be the eventual titlist. Incidentally Gacovci is also one of the leading bowlers in the Dorn bowling league which some are now being held. Lou is one of the main reasons why Walcott is on top.

The Riflemen beat Yale for Nineteenth Win

Technology riflemen defeated Yale, 30 to 12, on January 15th, for the sharpshooters' third victory. This was the second game of the annual winter meet on the boards. The rifle club is located in the basement of the old Davis Laboratory.
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